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[Editor's Note: Enid Schildkrout curated an

exhibition titled "BodyAn: Marks ofIdentity" that

was on display at the AmericanMuseum ofNatural

History in New York from November 29, 1999

through May 29, 2000. Exhibition texts,

illustrations, and the floorplan can be viewed at

www.anthro.arnnh.org
.~l

Body art is not just the latest fashion. In fact,

if the impulse to create an is one of the

defining signs of humanity, the body may
well have been the first canvas. Alongside paintings

on cave walls created by early humans over 30,000

years ago, we find handprints and ochre deposits

suggesting body painting. Some of the earliest

mommies known—like the "Ice Man" from the

Italian-Austrian Alps, known as Otzi, and others

from central Asia, the Andes, Egypt and

Europe—date back to 5000 years. People were

buried with ornaments that would have been worn

through body piercings, and remains of others

show intentionally elongated or flattened skulls.

Head shaping was practiced 5000 years ago in Chile

and until the 18
th

century in France. Stone and

ceramic figurines found in ancient graves depict

people with every kind of body art known today.

People have always marked their bodies with signs

of individuality, social status, and cultural identity.

THE LANGUAGE OF BODY ART
There is no culture in which people do not, or did

not paint, pierce, tattoo, reshape, or simply adorn

their bodies. Fashions change and forms ofbody an

come and go, but people everywhere do something

or other to "package" their appearance. No sane or

civilized person goes out in the raw; everyone

grooms, dresses, or adorns some pan of their body

to present to the world. Body an communicates a

person's status in society; displays

accomplishments; and encodes memories, desires,

and life histories.

Body an is a visual language. To understand it

one needs to know the vocabulary, including the

shared symbols, myths, and social values that are

written on the body. From tattoos to top hats,

body an makes a statement about the person who
wears it. But body an is often misunderstood and

misinterpreted because its messages do not

necessarily translate across cultures. Elaborately

pictorialJapanese tattooing (figure 1) stanedamong

Figure 1 (Japan)
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men in certain occupational groups and depicts the

exploits of a gangster hero drawn from a Chinese

epic. The tattoos have more meaning to those who
know the stories underlying the images than they

do to people unfamiliar with the tales. Traditional

Polynesian tattooing is mainly- geometric and

denotes rank and political status but more recently

has been used to define ethnic identity within

Pacific island societies.

In an increasingly global world, designs, motifs,

even techniques of body modification move across

cultural boundaries, but in the process their

original meanings are often lost. An animal crest

worn as a tattoo, carved into a totem pole, or

woven into a blanket may signify membership in a

particular clan among Indians on the Northwest

Coast ofNorth America, but when worn by people

outside these cultures, the designs may simply refer

to the wearer's identification with an alternative

way of life. Polynesian or Indonesian tattoo designs

worn by Westerners are admired for the beauty of

their graphic qualities, but their original cultural

meanings are rarely

understood. A tattoo from

Borneo was once worn to

light the path of a person's

soul after death, but in

New York or Berlin it

becomes a sign of rebellion

from "coat and tie"

culture.

Because body art is

such an obvious way of

signaling cultural

differences, people often

use it to identify, exoticize,

and ostracize others. Tattoos, scarification, or head

shaping may be a sign of high status in one culture

and low status in another, but to a total outsider

these practices may appear to be simply

"mutilation." From the earliest voyages of

discovery to contemporary tourism, travelers of all

sorts—explorers and missionaries, soldiers and

sailors, traders and tourists—have brought back

images of the people they meet. These depictions

Figure 2 (Mexico)

sometimes reveal as much about the people looking

at the body art as about the people making and

wearing it. Some early images of Europeans and

Americans by non-Westerners emphasized

elaborate clothing and facial hair. Alternatively,

Western images of Africans, Polynesians and

Native Americans focused on the absence of clothes

and the presence of tattoos, body paint and patterns

of scars. Representations of body art in engravings,

paintings, photographs and film are powerful visual

metaphors that have been used both to record

cultural differences and to proclaim one group's

supposed superiority over another.

BODY ART: PERMANENT AND
EPHEMERAL
Most people think that permanent modification of

the skin, muscles, and bones is what body art is all

about. But if one looks at body art as a form of

communication, there is no logical reason to

separate permanent forms of body art, like tattoos,

scarification, piercing, or plastic surgery, from

temporary forms, such as makeup, clothing, or

hairstyles. Punks and sideshow artists may have

what appears to be extreme body art, but everyone

does it in one way or another. All of these

modifications convey information about a person's

identity.

Nonetheless, some forms of body art are

undeniably more permanent than others. The

decision to display a tattoo is obviously different

from the decision to change the color of one's

lipstick or dye one's hair. Tattooing, piercing, and

scarification are more likely to be ways of signaling

one's place in society, or an irreversible life passage

like the change from childhood to adulthood.

Temporary forms of body art, like clothing,

ornaments and painting, more often mark a

moment or simply follow a fashion. But these

dichotomies don't stand up to close scrutiny across

cultures: tattoos and scarification marks are often

done to celebrate an event and dying or cutting

one's hair, while temporary, may signal a life-

changing event, such as a wedding or a funeral.
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CULTURAL IDEALS OF BEAUTY
Ideas of beauty vary from one culture to another.

Some anthropologists and psychologists believe

that babies in all cultures respond positively to

certain kinds of faces. The beautiful body is often

associated with the healthy body and non-

threatening facial expressions and gestures. But this

does not mean that beauty is defined the same way

in all cultures. People's ideas about the way a

healthy person should look are not the same in all

cultures: some see fat as an indication of health and

wealth while others feel quite the opposite. People

in some cultures admire and respect signs of aging,

while others do all they can to hide gray hair and

wrinkles.

Notwithstanding the fact that parents often

make decisions for their children, like whether or

not to pierce the ears of infants, in general I would

maintain that to be considered art and not just a

marking, body art has to have some measure of

freedom and intentionality in its creation. The

brands put on enslaved people, or the numbers

tattooed on concentration camp victims, or the

scars left from an unwanted injury are body

markings not body art.

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OFBODYART
Body an takes on specific meanings in different

cultures. It can serve as a link with ancestors,

deities, or spirits. Besides

being decorative, tattoos,

paint, and scars can

mediate the relationships

between people and the

supernatural world. The

decorated body can serve

as a shield to repel evil or

as a means of attracting

good fortune. Tattoos in

central Borneo had the

same designs as objects of

Figure 3 (U.S.A.) everyday use and shielded

people from dangerous spirits. Selk'nam men in

Tierra del Fuego painted their bodies to transform

themselves into spirits for

initiation ceremonies.

Australian Aborigines

painted similar designs on

cave walls and their bodies

to indicate the location of

sacred places revealed in

dreams.

Transitions in status and Figure 4 (New York)

identity, for example the transition between

childhood and adulthood, are often seen as times of

danger. Body art protects a vulnerable person,

whether an initiate, a bride, or a deceased person, in

this transitional phase. To ensure her good fortune,

an Indian bride's hands and feet are covered in

henna designs (figure 5) that also emphasize her

beauty. For protection during initiation, a central

African Chokwe girl's body is covered in white

kaolin. In many societies, both the dead and those

who mourn them are covered with paints and

powders for decoration and protection.

Worldwide travel, large-scale migrations, and

increasing access to global networks of

communication mean that body art today is a

kaleidoscopic mix of traditional practices and new

inventions. Materials, designs, and practices move

from one cultural context to another. Traditional

body an practices are given new meanings as they

move across cultural and social boundaries.

Body an is always changing, and in some form

or another always engaging: it allows people to

reinvent themselves—to rebel, to follow fashion, or

to play and experiment with new identities. Like

performance anists and actors, people in everyday

life use body an to cross boundaries of gender,

national identity, and cultural stereotypes.

Body an can be an expression of individuality,

but it can also be an expression of group identity.

Body an is about conformity and rebellion,

freedom and authority. Its messages and meanings

only make sense in the context of culture, but

because it is such a personal an form, it continually

challenges cultural assumptions about the ideal, the

desirable, and the appropriately presented body.
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